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Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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Sir Walter Scott would have approved of the Easton Armory, a crenelated brick
and stone structure inspired by medieval fortifications.

The main block is laid in

Flemish bond with dark headers; the remaining brickwork is finished in common bond.
The monumentally treated main entrance is topped by a semental arch and flanked by
towers projecting from the plane of the facade.

From the rear of the main block

extends a 12-bay gymnasium; it has six buttresses on each long elevation and is
topped by a corbeled cornice with brick dentils. The building served as an armory until
it was acquired by the Department of Natural Resources in 1976 as the eastern
regional headquarters for the Natural Resources police.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Armory in Easton, located at the corner of South Harrison and
South Streets diagonally opposite Christ Episcopal Church, is a brick
structure trimmed in stone and emulating a mediaeval fortification.
>It is two stories in height and rests on a full basement. The entrance
facade and the main block are executed in Flemish bond with glazed
headers. The remaining brickwork is common bond (six courses of allstretchers between single courses of all-headers).
The symmetrical South Harrison Street, main entrance facade is seven
bays wide and consists of the following elements, reading from northwest
corner to southwest corner: a slightly projecting strip buttress; a
two-bay section, flush with the wall plane, of 4/5 casement windows;
a substantially projecting tower where strip buttresses flank 2/6
casement windows; a segmentally arched central doorway; a repeat of the
tower; a repeat of the two 4/5 casement windows; and finally an
identical strip buttress.
The strip buttresses contain two setbacks at levels corresponding to
the molded watertable and the dentilled cornice and two stone caps at
the top of the parapet and corresponding to the level of the sills of
the second story windows. The section of wall broken by the two windov
at first, second and basement story levels is also characterized by
three crenelles executed in brick with stone coping. The 4/5 casement
windows feature flat arch lintels, composed of bricks, laid vertically
side by side, and heavy projecting stone sills. On the first story
windows, the lintels form part of the watertable with indentations below each corresponding to the width of the window. At basement;. leve).,
are two windows, also casement but 3/3 sash.
The tower section consists of still narrower casement windows, 2/5 on
the first and second story levels, which are topped by flat arch brick
lintels and flanked by deeper strip buttresses. The setbacks on these
buttresses are at the level of the heavy projecting stone lintel of
the second story window and at a height midway between the belt course
which the towers interrupt and the crenelles of the adjacent two bay
wide section. The watertable runs continuously across the tower
accommodating the lintel of the first story 2/5 casement window in the
same fashion as the adjacent two bay side section. A stone panel,
lozenge-shaped, exists in the central section of the tower in the
area between the upper stone capped setbacks and the two crenelles which
crown the composition. Just below the base of the crenelles the wall
widens with the raked stone edges of a strip of stone which separates
the crenelles from the strip buttresses and central panel of the tower.
These two crenelles are also executed in brick with stone coping on their
lower portions only.
Between the two crenelles right below this lower
coping is centered a small square, decorative stone panel. At basement
level is a 3/3 casement window with flat arched brick lintel to match
the other foundation level windows described above.
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF

NECESSARY
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The middle bay of the facade is characterized by a large,
commodious, segmentally arched doorway executed in brick
with stone keystone. Beneath this arch the double doors themselves are recessed 2-3'. A flight of nine concrete steps
approaches the entrance which occurs on first story level. A
segmental stone arch with multiple molded band trim surmounts
the brick arch. This stone arch in turn forms the bottom of
a large stone panel, rectilinear except for this bottom edge,
which contains a smaller plaque identifying the structure.
Atop this stone panel but recessed again to the plane of the
2 window section is the largest window in the facade, at second
story level, and consisting of three casement windows, each
2/5, which adjoin one another and are topped by a lintel of
bricks laid vertically (like the other lintels) distinguished
by a stone keystone. In this central entrance bay, the stone
cornice resumes at the top of the second story level (having
been interrupted by the towers) . Placed between the two crenelles
which crown~iis section of wall is a large stone plaque which
depicts the seal of the State of Maryland. The crenelles and
parapet are again executed in brick with stone trim.
The remainder of the facade, the south tower and the two window
section and the concluding strip buttress complete the symmetrical
composition, detailed exactly like their counterparts to the north.
The South Street facade of the armory's main block is three bays
wide, framed by strip buttresses at each corner and consisting
of three 2/5 casement windows on first story level and three
2/3 casement windows at basement level. These are separated by
a stone watertable treated exactly as it is in the front facade,
with this stone strip recessed below each first floor window to
form the sills of these windows. Above these three windows are
two windows at second story level which are placed above the unf enestrated portion of wall below; these two windows, characterized
by heavy, protruding stone sills, are topped by the same horizontal,
flat-arched brick lintels. The whole composition is unified by
a stone dentilled cornice which like the watertable breaks forward
to accommodate the projecting buttresses. The roofline is distinguished by stone caps on the buttresses and two pairs of crenelles
with stone coping flanking a wider central portion of wall containing a rectangular stone panel.
Adjacent to and to the east of this section is the one story
portion of the facade which masks the gymnasium space; its roofline
meets the crenellated section just below the cornice. The appended
section is twelve bays in length consisting of 3/5 casement
windows at first floor level. Six brick piers, each with three
setbacks, occur every 2 windows along the length of this elevation.
Each window is characterized by projecting brick sills and flush,
flat arch brick lintels. The brickwork on this facade is common
bond with six courses of all-stretchers between single courses of
all-headers. Beyond this series of windows and brick p~ers is
a recessed section of wall with a foundation level entrance.
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The cornice of the longitudinal elevations of the armory is
characterized by brick dentils (3 headers wide) enlivening the
frieze (8 dentils between each pier) between two courses of
bricks below the eaves and three rows of corbelling, one course
wide.
The rear facade of the building is tripartite with identical
flanking end bays, containing double doorways at first story
level accessible via a flight of ten steps, and at second story
level 2/5 casement windows. All of these apertures are topped
by flat arch brick lintels and the windows possess projecting
stone sills. Simple brick pilasters project at the inside boundaries
of these two bays framing the central section which is articulated
by a single 5/4 casement window with projecting brick sill located
midway between 1st and 2nd story levels. A brick watertable
separates this level from the two 3-pane horizontal strip windows
on foundation level which have brick sills and abut the watertable along their top edge.

-

The north longitudinal elevation is identical to the south one
/described above except for a small shed addition at the east end
in place of a basement entrance.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Easton Armory was built in 1927 and served as an armory until
acquisition by Department of Natural Resources.
DNR moved its
eastern regional headquarters for the Natural Resources police in on 3
February 1976.
(The eastern region includes all Eastern shore
counties from Cecil to Worcester.)
The building continues to be used annually by the organization
Ducks Unlimited for Easton's Waterfowl Festival, and DNR conducts
hunter safety courses in the structure.
~sid~s

these community functions, this building is an integral,
J.U:ember of the historic town of Easton and will be
incorporated in the proposed Easton historic district.
"'""~diaevalizing

Recommendation:: Cori.timie p're.sent usage of bu.ilding by DNR as
Natural Resource police facility.
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the
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